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SPOTLIGHTS AND INSIGHTS

Pool Nation Insights & Spotlights is a new series showcasing the movers and shakers within the pool industry. Each month, we'll dive into the stories of individuals making significant contributions to the Industry and Pool Nation.

Our mission at Pool Nation has always been to support pool professionals through education and community engagement. We firmly believe that sharing stories and spotlighting experiences is critical to driving progress and success in the industry. At a recent Pool Nation Boot Camp, we had the privilege of interviewing 12 extraordinary people. Stay tuned in the upcoming months to hear their inspiring stories.

ALICIA STEPHENS

This month, we're thrilled to present Alicia Stephens, the Director of Training and Education for the BioLab Pro Dealer Division. Alicia's dynamic teaching methods and engaging personality have positioned her as a prominent figure in her field. Through her career journey, we aim to ignite inspiration and further our commitment to nurturing excellence within the Pool Nation community.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE NEWS - WWW.POOLNATION.COM
When Alicia Stephens walked through the door at a recent Pool Nation Boot Camp in McKinney, she had an enthusiastic group waiting for arrival. On this day, March 1, it happened to be her birthday, and a small group of pool executives met Stephens with lots of hugs, smiles and a cheerful rendition of “Happy Birthday.”

If the pool industry has a golden child or fan favorite – it is Stephens – a fact that surprises her more than anyone.

For years, Stephens didn’t believe she had a seat at the table, and her ascension through the corporate ranks required grit, tenacity and the fierce advocacy of former colleagues who stood in the gap and championed on her behalf.

Despite feeling initially overlooked in a male-dominated industry, compounded by being a minority, her love for teaching pushed her toward purpose. Now, she’s on a mission to train and equip the next generation of pool experts.

“Being accepted is probably the biggest accomplishment of my career,” Stephens shared. “At one time, I would have hated these experiences like Boot Camps and conferences, but now I realize these are my people. It’s much bigger than work; we are united by a deeper bond. They don’t care that I’m a woman. They think I make funny analogies when I teach modern chemistry, and they laugh and remember that. That’s what they care about.”
Professionally, Stephens is now the Director of Training and Education for BioLab, based in the greater Atlanta area. She was recently named Pool Nation’s “Trainer of the Year” at the organization's annual award program for her dedication and leadership excellence in training pool experts nationwide.

“That was probably the biggest moment I’ve ever had in my career because I felt like I belonged,” she explained. “I realized I have a place here, and I’m good enough to be here, and these people want me to be here. I have arrived, I’m here. I remember saying several times that night, ‘I don’t ever want this day to end; I don’t ever want this day to end.’ It was the best day ever.”

Stephens joined BioLab in April 2000 after a chance encounter with a college recruiter opened a career door she didn’t even know existed (more on that later). She started as a temporary summer team member with BioLab and swiftly transitioned into a permanent position.

With over two decades of service, Stephens has trained countless individuals despite grappling with her own self-doubt and self-identity along the way.

Now, she’s on a mission to empower and uplift those who may feel they don't conform to the pool industry’s traditional mold.

Most of all, Stephens is determined to inspire change and foster inclusivity.

Q: Hi Alicia! Before entering the pool industry, can you share more about your life and childhood? What was it like growing up, and who was little Alicia?

Alicia: That’s a great place to start because it's shaped who I am today. I’m a kid who came out of the Midwest, a small town in Illinois, and I only had 31 kids in my graduating class. So when I say that I lived in a small area, I did. I grew up on a working farm, and my uncle was the largest corn producer for Frito-Lay for a very long time. My parents divorced when I was five, and I have seven brothers and sisters. It’s exciting and always chaotic when I go home for Christmas. I grew up in a rural area and then went to undergrad at Millikin University in Decatur. I wanted to stretch my wings a bit; I was a homebody when I left and was growing. I got my undergraduate biology degree and initially thought I would attend medical school. I love science, and I wanted to finish my biology degree. Then everything changed one random day.
Q: I can feel the pause and suspense; is this next part good?

Alicia: Yeah! I was walking through the halls during my senior year, and this little older man was recruiting for something, but no one was talking to him. I felt terrible for him, so I stopped and asked what he was recruiting for, and he said “Georgia Tech” for one of their chemical engineering programs. I told him to give me the paperwork. As my senior year went on, I thought, ‘You know what, let me fill out this application and get the letter of recommendation.’ One thing led to another, and Georgia Tech offered me a full-ride scholarship to get my master’s degree. So I did, and in the middle of all that while living in Atlanta, I took a temporary job with BioLab, answering the phones.

Q: What was your job?

Alicia: I started working as a minimum wage temp worker in their customer care department. They taught pool chemistry on a bare-bones basis, and I could answer the phones and tell people how to put products in the pools. I did that for three months, and they offered me a full-time position, and I took it thinking, ‘I’ll do this for a couple of years and then probably move back home and do something else.’ Well, 24 years later, I’m still at BioLab (laughs).

Q: When you mentioned the guy at your college recruitment event, that gave me the chills because that didn’t happen by chance. It changed the trajectory of everything.

Alicia: It was fate! For whatever reason, the fact that he was alone drew me to him. I was always the person who was an outcast, so I always pay attention to those who are alone. I did the same thing in school when people were sitting alone. So I stopped and talked to him for a few minutes, and it was fate. The important part of the story is that Georgia Tech is what got me to Atlanta and got me to BioLab.

Q: In the last 24 years, things have changed drastically for women in male-dominated industries, and stories like yours are a big part of that, bringing to light things women overcome each day. You were also a young person fresh out of college. What do you remember most about those early days?

Alicia: I’m going to be completely honest. I was 23 years old, living in a big city and coming from the cornfields of Illinois. I was trying to figure out who I was, and I went from trying to fit in a small town to moving to a big city where I didn’t have to. I was dating women for the first time, and that was hard for me, but it was fascinating at the same time. So I was going through that. I was working at my first corporate job and was learning the ropes there. At 23, I didn't know anything about anything as far as life skills.

So, I was learning many things at once. So, my early struggles were about my own identity. I had purple hair and all these things going on, and BioLab just took it all in stride. There was never a moment that I didn’t feel like I could be me, whatever that was at that moment. So, I've always felt like I belonged from a company standpoint. I did that for about three and a half years (answering phones) and was very comfortable there. I love people, and I know science, so I was relaxed. And we have people who were hired the same day as I was who are still doing that job. I am not one of those people.
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Q: Did you have great mentors or people who made a difference in your work life?

Alicia: I credit three people with where I am today. One of them is David Rouse, who is still with BioLab. He's our vice president of research and development now. He headed up our tech services group. We were the group in the middle who tested and made sure the product did what we said it did. We were product integration people. David recruited me. I said, “I'm not qualified,” he plucked me out of customer care and gave me more of a science position. I had a great time doing that, and we were out testing on actual pools. On my first day on the job, I was given a field trial on one of our new products, and he went out with me. I dumped the product and watched the entire bottom turn black. I was like, oh no! If he hadn't been there, I probably would have phoned in my resignation (laughs).

So I did that for a while, and in the process, my group trained in new products. My first taste of that, and I was hooked on training. I loved it! I told David about it, and he gave me every opportunity to be a trainer. If there was a spot, he put me there to teach, and I honed my skills and got better at what I did. It was nice to be supported in that way, and I also felt like I wasn’t butting my head so hard against the male anarchy. People didn’t see me as a male or female but as a trainer, and it gave me a chance.

Women are still a minority in this industry, even though people like the team at Pool Nation are doing a great job of shining a spotlight on women. But back in those early days, I was pushing against the confines of being a minority in the business because there was still little diversity in the industry. So I was pushing against the confines of not having a look as a woman in a man’s world; I had none of that to work with, and it was not what I wanted. I was not going to make my way off externals.

Q: How did it all impact you?

Alicia: I felt that I was working at a disadvantage for a long time. I wasn’t getting invited to dinners because I’m not easy on the eyes – and I’m just being blunt now, but I want to tell the truth because someone else reading might feel that way. Pretty privilege does exist, so I just decided that I will become good at what I do, and you won't be able to leave me out. That was my goal – people would not be able to leave me out.

So, as I developed this love of training, another David, who has since passed away, said, “I need you to be dedicated to my sales team.” He affirmed me, “saw” my worth, created a training role and moved me there. I wasn’t doing product testing anymore; I am always doing education now. That was the second big step in my career. He saw my passion and said, “Do it. Do it all the time.” He always saw past the externals and saw me as someone who knew how to train.” He shattered the glass ceiling for me a little; I hated that I needed him to, but he did. And once I got that role, I got outside the internal bubble and constantly started training. But I still felt like I was on the outside looking industry-wise, and I didn’t know much outside the BioGuard world.

Q: In 2019, right before the pandemic, BioLab acquired Natural Chemistry, and things changed again. You were working in the marketing department, but change happened again. Could you walk me through this transformation?

Alicia: I started working with a woman named Jamie Novak, and I’ve never seen someone want women to succeed like her. It was her passion. It started when we were getting to know each other. I had this woman who was a competitor, following me into classes, mocking me, and purposely asking questions to make me look bad.

So I told Jamie, and she said, “That’s not okay.” The next day, I was teaching, and Jamie came in and saw it happen. She marched up to her and said, “As women in the industry, we need to support each other and not tear each other apart.” So we bonded over that. Jamie left the company; she is back now, and on her way out the door, she told whoever would listen to give me the opportunity and pay I deserved. I don’t have the look of a woman in the pool industry, and I refuse to change myself, but at the same time, it inhibits my opportunities. I was excluded because I didn’t have the right look, and Jamie called attention to it all and she advocated for me. She was my champion in breaking down barriers.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE NEWS - WWW.POOLNATION.COM
She fought for a promotion, respect and equality, and I'll never forget that.

Q: Well, I just met you today, but I can tell you that people have kept talking about you all day, and you have a profound impact on others. Does that surprise you?

Alicia: Yes, and it always will. Usually, I would be nervous at these events, but today, I wasn't even nervous because the Pool Nation guys made me feel so welcome. Two years ago, I would not have wanted to do this alone; I was scared that people would look at me funny and judge me for how I looked, and I didn't have a place here. That would have been true anywhere but here because I always felt judged. However, what I have learned is that people aren't judging me. They are learning from me, and those were my insecurities that I carried. They would chase me down, ask me questions, and beg me to keep teaching when the class was done, and so I realized, wait, people do care.

Q: They accept you completely; do you see that now?

Alicia: Yes, and being accepted is probably the biggest accomplishment of my career. At one time, I would have hated these experiences like Boot Camps and conferences, but now I realize these are my people. It's much bigger than work; we are united by a deeper bond. They don't care that I'm a woman. They think I make funny analogies when I teach modern chemistry, and they laugh and remember that. That's what they care about.

The best compliment I ever received was last year teaching for Pool Nation. This group of three was in the second row, and one guy said, “Go get the rest of the group because it's that lady!”

Q: That's amazing! Edgar, told me that you got Pool Nation's “Trainer of the Year”?

Alicia: That was probably the most significant moment I've ever had in my career because I felt like I belonged. I realized I have a place here, and I'm good enough to be here, and these people want me to be here. I have arrived, I'm here. I remember saying several times that night, “I don't ever want this day to end; I don't ever want this day to end.” It was the best day ever. It was just this feeling that, finally, someone saw me. It wasn't about the awards, but they saw my heart, passion for what I do and that I loved to teach. I realized that I'm not the “not cool” kid anymore. I'm not the underdog and outcast anymore. I always felt like the one who wouldn't get a seat at the table and would get overlooked, and that night, I felt like one of the cool kids.

Q: Well, before we go, outside of your career, who is Alicia? What are you passionate about? What do you do?

Alicia: I'm passionate about my family. I don't have kids, but I have seven brothers and sisters, a pile of nephews and one niece. My goal in my life is to be the best aunt I can be. I have a passion for writing and just wrote my one-year-old nephew his own children's book. For his birthday, I did another one, and I'm going to create a series. I wrote them and used software to put his face in all the characters.

I also have a passion for animals. I rescue cats more than I need (laughs). I love my friends, and we spend a lot of time just hanging out. I do a lot of DIY home improvement projects, buy furniture, refresh, and repurpose it. So, a lot of different things.

On behalf of the entire Pool Nation team, it was a pleasure to learn more about you, Alicia! Thank you for sharing your journey with us, and congratulations on profoundly impacting the community.
In the bustling world of the pool industry, professionals often juggle numerous responsibilities, from the technical aspects of repair to the nuanced demands of customer service. However, one critical area that can significantly impact the success and sustainability of a pool service business often receives less attention: business management. Pool Nation, recently dedicated an episode to unpack this very topic, emphasizing the importance of a strong business foundation for pool professionals.

The pool service industry, like any other trade, requires more than just technical skills to thrive. Understanding the nuances of business management can be the difference between merely surviving and truly thriving in this competitive market. Many pool professionals dive into the industry with a strong grasp on the technical side but often neglect the business aspects until they hit a financial roadblock.

The Cost of Doing Business

One of the first and most crucial lessons shared in the Pool Nation Podcast is understanding the true cost of service. Many newcomers to the industry set their prices based on competition rather than a thorough analysis of their expenses. This oversight can lead to undercharging for services, squeezing profit margins, and ultimately hindering the growth and sustainability of the business.

They stress the importance of calculating the total costs involved in providing service, including direct costs like labor and materials and indirect costs such as vehicle maintenance and office expenses. A detailed understanding of these costs not only helps in setting appropriate prices but also in strategizing for profit margins that allow the business to flourish.

Continuous Learning and Adaptation

The pool industry, like many others, is continually evolving with new technologies and customer expectations. Staying updated with the latest trends, products, and industry standards is vital for maintaining competitiveness. The team at Pool Nation advocates for continuous learning and adaptation as essential components of running a successful pool service business.

In conclusion, while the technical skills required for pool maintenance are crucial, the business acumen shared by Pool Nation provides a roadmap for success beyond the day-to-day operations. For pool professionals looking to elevate their business, focusing on these foundational aspects of business management can lead to improved profitability, customer satisfaction, and long-term success.
Strategic Business Planning

Another focal point of the discussion revolves around the necessity for effective business planning. Without a clear business plan, pool service professionals may find themselves taking on too much work without adequate returns, leading to burnout and a cycle of low profitability. Strategic planning involves setting clear goals, understanding the market, and scaling the business in a sustainable way.

Implementing Operational Processes

For pool service businesses to scale, implementing robust operational processes is crucial. These processes involve everything from customer relationship management to employee training and retention strategies. Building a business on strong operational foundations ensures consistency in service delivery and customer satisfaction, which are key to retaining clients and enhancing the business’s reputation.

The Significance of Financial Management

A substantial portion of the podcast is dedicated to the critical role of financial management in running a successful pool service business. They discuss the need for regular review of profit and loss statements to understand where the money is going and how to plug financial leaks. This practice not only helps in maintaining healthy finances but also in making informed decisions that propel the business forward.
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INNOVATION THAT MATTERS TO POOL PROS

At AquaStar, we believe in developing innovations that make it faster and easier for pool pros to manage their pools. Innovations that remove complexity and allow you to get the job done with confidence. When it comes to variable speed pumps, that means providing innovations that impact performance, reliability, and ease.

**PERFORMANCE**

The Pipeline Pump was designed and engineered for energy savings and aesthetics. The key difference between Pipeline Pumps and competitors is efficiency. Pipeline Pumps feature a permanent magnet motor drive system with a patented high-efficiency volute design that moves water efficiently even at low speeds. Pipeline Pumps also feature a noise-dampening rubber insert that minimizes pump noise even when running at high speed. If you've ever had a client complain about pump noise, the Pipeline Pump is the choice to provide a quiet poolside experience.

**RELIABILITY**

Call backs are the enemy of the pool professional. One call back can lead to multiple trips back to the client and every trip back eats away at the pool pro's profit margin. Backed by a three year warranty, Pipeline Pumps are engineered to reduce call backs. They feature a totally enclosed fan, which eliminates a range of issues common to pumps with open fan configurations. Protected from the elements, enclosed fans have fewer issues and tend to last longer than those exposed to outdoor environments.

**EASE**

The best innovations are those that provide obvious and immediate benefit. Things like large, easy to read displays with logical icons, so programming the pump is straightforward. Pipeline Pumps are also pool-automation friendly so they can be easily added to automation systems from third party manufactures and be accessed remotely for troubleshooting.

Pipeline Pumps: Performance, Reliability and Ease
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EVENTS

Pool Nation Women’s Summit
August 29th and 30th
McKinney, Texas – Heritage Headquarters
Join us at the Pool Nation Women’s Summit, a dynamic gathering designed to empower and connect women in the pool service and repair industry. Explore innovative business strategies and network with industry leaders to enhance your professional growth.
For more information visit www.PoolNation.com

Pool Nation Awards Nomination Night
September 11th
McKinney, Texas – Heritage Headquarters
Experience the excitement of the Pool Nation Nominations Night, where we reveal the nominees for this year’s awards. It’s an evening of suspense and celebration, setting the stage for recognizing the industry’s finest. Join us to discover the top contenders and network with professionals from across the pool service industry.
For more information visit www.PoolNation.com

Pool Nation Awards
November 13th - 6pm to 9pm
Join us at the prestigious Pool Nation Awards, where we honor the best and brightest in the pool service industry. Celebrate as we announce the winners in various categories, recognizing their exceptional contributions and achievements. This gala event promises an inspiring evening of accolades and professional camaraderie.
For more information Visit www.PoolNation.com

Pool Spa Patio Deck Expo
November 9th-14th
Explore the latest innovations at the Pool Spa Patio Expo, the premier event for pool, spa, and outdoor living professionals. Discover new products, attend educational workshops, and connect with industry leaders to drive your business forward. Whether you’re looking to enhance your skills or expand your network, this expo is the ultimate destination for industry advancement.
For more information visit www.PoolSpaPatio.com
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